Significance Statement {#s1}
======================

Reference resolution is an elementary mechanism for language comprehension, connecting language meaning to pre-existing knowledge. It is unknown whether reference resolution depends on brain mechanisms specific to the modality of the referents (for example, whether they are visual or auditory objects) or whether our brains use a modality-general mechanism for linking meanings to referents. Here we show using source-localized magnetoencephalography that reference resolution is associated with a response in the medial parietal lobe, independent of referent modality, supporting a modality-general mechanism for reference resolution. An additional response associated with resolving reference to auditory objects in auditory cortex suggests that modality-specific representations of the referents are also involved.

Introduction {#s2}
============

A crucial precondition for understanding a sentence in context is identifying the entities that the sentence is about. This was demonstrated in a classic study showing how a text passage that appears incomprehensible when presented in isolation becomes perfectly natural when presented after a picture that provides meaningful referents for the text ([@B11]). However, much of the research on the neural basis of language comprehension ignores this referential dimension, studying generic sentences presented without a specific context. Here we report a study in which we deliberately manipulated the relationship between background knowledge and linguistic expressions to uncover the neural basis of successful reference resolution.

Unlike most laboratory experiments, language comprehension in the real world takes place in a rich context. Language comprehenders must not only decode the literal meaning of a message, but also connect it to mental models representing what the message is about ([@B26]). A body of evidence suggests that such models are connected to modality-specific cognitive systems. For example, even when participants are looking at a blank screen while listening to stories, their eye movement patterns reflect spatial configurations described in the language input ([@B65]; [@B3]; [@B4]). Furthermore, electroencephalography (EEG) data suggest that readers resolving reference to an item on a previously seen visual display access a retinotopic representation ([@B12]).

These observations resonate with theories of embodied meaning, according to which meaning is represented in the same cognitive systems that also process sensory information ([@B5]; [@B32]). Theories of strong embodiment go as far as proposing that lexical meanings are represented in sensory regions ([@B59]), implying that the task of mapping meanings to referents could be performed by modality-specific systems exclusively (red path in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). But even if lexical semantics involves amodal regions, it is still possible that situation models, in which specific referents are represented, are constrained to sensory-specific cortices (blue path in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In such a model, amodal regions should be sensitive to lexical, but not referential, properties of language input.

![Modality-specific and modality-general representations. Possible flow of information between modality-general and modality-specific representations of both linguistic meaning and referents. Information originates at the top in linguistic form information, i.e., written or spoken words. This input triggers retrieval of meanings, which in turn are used to find referents. Some theories suggest the existence of a "semantic hub" that is involved in processing semantic representations regardless of the modality of their content ([@B57]), and others suggest that meaning is exclusively represented in modality-specific brain systems ([@B59]). Both of these theories are potentially compatible with a model in which referents are represented exclusively in modality-specific brain systems (blue and red arrows, respectively). This hypothesis would suggest that the "referents" box at the bottom left can be removed from the diagram, since referential processing is constrained to modality-specific representations.](enu0061622010001){#F1}

Alternatively, reference resolution could involve an amodal or modality-general mechanism that mediates between lexical and referential meanings. Such a mechanism could be related to amodal discourse representations ([@B26]), but it might also be required by embodied theories of meaning---for example, to coordinate referents of different modalities.

A number of functional MRI (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) studies have investigated linguistic contrasts that involved referential properties. Coherent language, which involves repeated reference to the same entities, consistently activates medial frontal and medial parietal regions in addition to classic perisylvian language areas ([@B20]). More specifically, medial as well as lateral parietal areas were more active in response to sentence pairs introducing a conjoined subject (e.g., *Jeremy and Roger*) compared with individually introduced referents, suggesting that these regions might be involved in creating and tracking discourse referents ([@B10]). Medial and lateral parietal, as well as frontal, areas were also activated by sentences containing unresolved referential ambiguities ([@B56]). Although these results point to a number of brain regions that could be involved in referential processing, the low temporal resolution of fMRI and PET makes it difficult to link brain activation to specific linguistic processes, which follow each incoming word in a rapidly cascading fashion. Finally, none of these studies explicitly manipulated the modality of the referents, so their results could be related to imagery associated with language comprehension.

Reference resolution itself is inherently difficult to separate from other cognitive processes associated with managing referents, such as retrieving referents from memory and locating them in the environment (see Discussion). Here we tried to create an experimental situation that minimizes memory retrieval and scanning of the environment by presenting simple referential contexts immediately preceding linguistic stimuli that contained referential expressions. We used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to directly contrast reference resolving words with nonresolving controls. To locate a response involved in reference resolution independent of the modality of the referential domain, we constructed parallel conditions with auditory and visual referential domains (see [Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We predicted two possible response patterns: regions that track the set of possible referents should exhibit more activation for the ambiguous condition, in which the expression is compatible with two referents; and regions that become active when reference is resolved should exhibit more activity in the resolving condition.

![Design for auditory referential domains. Time proceeds from left to right, with vertical offset indicating elements that differ between conditions. The arrow indicates the target word for analysis. The upper sequence illustrates a trial in which the target word *grunt* resolves reference, whereas the lower sequence illustrates a trial in which it does not, and reference is resolved by adding the prepositional phrase *in the middle*. Below the displays, presentation time of each frame is indicated in milliseconds.](enu0061622010002){#F2}

![Design for visual referential domains. Time proceeds from left to right, with vertical offset indicating elements that differ between conditions. The arrow indicates the target word for analysis. For both trials with noun targets and trials with adjective targets, the upper sequence illustrates a trial in which the target resolves reference, and the lower sequence illustrates a trial in which reference is resolved later in the sentence. Below the displays, presentation time of each frame is indicated in milliseconds.](enu0061622010003){#F3}

Materials and methods {#s3}
=====================

Participants {#s3A}
------------

We collected data from 26 right-handed native English speakers recruited from the community on the New York University--Abu Dhabi campus. Two participants were excluded because of excessive artifacts leading to \<70% good trials, leaving 24 participants for the final analysis (18 female, mean age 24 years, range 19--50). New York University--Abu Dhabi, is an English-speaking university located just outside the city of Abu Dhabi. Our participants were thus immersed in an English-speaking environment that involves little contact with local languages unless students and staff actively seek it out. Of the 24 participants in the final analysis, 16 had grown up speaking only English, whereas 8 had grown up bilingual. The second native languages were Hindi, Japanese (2), Malayalam, Mandarin, Spanish, Urdu, and Vietnamese. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of New York University--Abu Dhabi, and all participants provided written consent before beginning the experiment.

Materials {#s3B}
---------

Each trial consisted of presentation of a referential domain, followed by a question about the domain, presented word for word (see [Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Participants' task was to answer questions such as *Was the grunt in the end?* by pressing one of two response buttons. Target stimuli were referential expressions that were identical in their linguistic surface properties but differed in whether they resolved the reference, for example, *the grunt* in a context that contained one or two grunts.

Auditory referential domains {#s3C}
----------------------------

For auditory referential domains, we selected 10 sounds with monosyllabic names that were easily identifiable and for which short (∼100- to 300-ms) and long (∼500- to 600-ms) variants were clearly distinguishable. Nine sounds (bark, buzz, caw, chirp, cluck, croak, honk, mew, and splash) were extracted from sounds available under a creative commons license (<http://freesound.org>), and one (beep) was created from a 1000-Hz sine wave.

[Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a sample trial for the auditory referential domains. Each referential domain consisted of three sounds, played sequentially. All domains were constructed such that two sounds shared the name and two other sounds had the same length. Presentation of the domain started with a fixation cross for 600 ms, followed by the three sounds. For long sounds, the stimulus-onset asynchrony was 1000 ms; for short sounds, it was 700 ms. The domain was followed by the question in serial visual presentation, with function words presented for 400 ms and content words presented for 600 ms. The last word of the question was ended with a question mark and stayed on the screen until the participant made a yes/no response via button press.

The target for analysis was the first noun in the question, marked with an arrow in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. In trials of the reference-resolving condition, the noun named a unique sound, i.e., the sound that did not share its name with another sound in the domain. In control trials, the noun did not resolve reference because it was compatible with two sounds in the domain that shared the same name. In this case, the noun was followed by a prepositional phrase that used the referent's location for disambiguation, for example *the grunt in the middle*. When the noun resolved reference, the question continued asking for the temporal location of the sound, for example *Was the grunt in the middle?* In control trials, the question asked for the length of the sound, as in *Was the grunt in the middle long?* The correct answer to the question was "yes" on exactly half of the trials, counterbalanced between conditions. This design assured that conditions were indistinguishable up to the critical noun.

When hearing one of the sounds by itself, it might have been difficult to judge its length, i.e., whether it was the long or the short token. However, because the question asked only for the length of the sound in the control condition, this question always followed domains that included both the long and the short version of the same sound, allowing for a direct comparison of the two versions.

A list of all possible referents was generated by permuting referent name (10 nouns), referent length (long or short), and referent location (first, second, or third sound). One such list was assigned to the resolving noun condition, another to the ambiguous noun condition, and a third was split between the two conditions to produce 30 trials in each cell of the reference × location design. The remaining elements of each trial were filled in using a balanced randomization procedure. The same trials were presented to each participant, but the order was randomized for each session.

Visual referential domains {#s3D}
--------------------------

For the visual referential domains, we selected 10 objects with monosyllabic names that could be used to generate easily identifiable outline images (truck, star, house, car, fish, pig, tree, bird, boat, cat). Outlines were created based on photos using the Inkscape vector drawing application. To match visual referential domains in complexity to the auditory domains, where sounds were either long or short, we chose just two colors, black and white.

Trials were constructed analogously to the trials with auditory referential domains. [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a sample trial for each condition. Each referential domain consisted of three objects arranged vertically. All domains were constructed such that two objects shared the shape, and two other objects shared the color. Each trial started with presentation of a fixation cross for 600 ms, followed by the referential domain presented for 300 ms, and the question after an interstimulus interval of 300 ms. Presentation of the questions followed the same protocol as for auditory referential domains.

In visual domain trials, the form of the referential expression was varied as an additional factor. In half of the trials, referential expressions were constructed in parallel to the auditory domain condition, with resolving noun contrasted with ambiguous nouns followed by a prepositional phrase specifying the location (e.g., *the bird* versus *the bird in the middle*). In the other half of the trials, the referential expression was an adjective-noun phrase, such as *the black bird*. In those expressions, the adjective was the target. In a domain with only one black item, the adjective resolved reference, whereas in trials with two black items, the noun did. Because the location was never included in the referential expression, these questions always asked for the location of the referent. Referential expressions with adjective targets were not included with auditory referential domains because sounds would have been harder to distinguish based on length alone.

Including reference-resolving adjectives gave us an additional distinction between reference resolution at complete and incomplete linguistic phrases. There is evidence that the status of an expression as a complete linguistic phrase interacts with referential processing. Eye tracking studies suggest that listeners predict whether a potentially complete noun phrase will be followed by a prepositional phrase or not, based on whether they could resolve reference; i.e., if a noun phrase is compatible with several potential referents, they expect additional information to disambiguate between competing referents ([@B67]; [@B66]). A response to reference-resolving nouns (*the bird*) could thus also indicate the completion of a linguistic phrase, since the comprehender would expect the phrase to be elaborated in the control condition (*the bird in the middle*). Adjectives did not entail this contrast, since they were always followed by a noun (*the black bird*). In contrast, referential processing should happen at incomplete phrases too. Eye tracking as well as EEG evidence suggest that language comprehenders use the information in reference-resolving adjectives. For example, when participants are instructed, *Touch the starred yellow square* in a context with only one starred item, they look at the target item shortly after the word *starred* ([@B19]; [@B64]). Similarly, readers presented with a referential expression in which the adjectives allows resolving reference to an object on the left or the right side of a visual display exhibit an event-related potential that is sensitive to the location of the referent starting ∼333 ms after adjective onset ([@B12]). Including adjectives as targets thus allowed us to distinguish between phrasal and referential processing.

The same procedure as for auditory domains was used to create 30 trials per condition in the reference (target-resolving or ambiguous) by location (top, middle, bottom) by target (noun, adjective) design ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Lexical variables {#s3E}
-----------------

The present study was specifically designed to assess reference resolution in different contexts: in auditory and visual referential domains, and with information conveyed by a noun or an adjective. Stimuli were developed with a focus on creating natural referential situations. Within each context, target words were identical between the resolving and ambiguous target conditions, and since our hypotheses did not pertain to main effects of context, matching target words between different contexts was not a priority. Between contexts, target items differed both in variability (two adjective tokens were used, whereas 10 noun tokens were used per modality) and in word frequency. Lexical frequency was assessed using the contextual diversity variable in the SUBTL corpus ([@B13]), a simple count variable that reflects in how many of 8388 films and television episodes this word occurred at least once. Nouns describing auditory objects were less frequent than nouns describing visual objects (range 6--383 for auditory nouns and 1056--6040 for visual nouns); visual adjectives fell in the range of the visual nouns (*white*, 3355; *black*, 3190).

Procedure {#s3F}
---------

Before the recording session, participants' head shape was digitized using an optical FastSCAN scanner (Polhemus). The scan included the positions of five marker coils that were later attached to the participant's head. At the beginning and end of each experimental session, the position of those marker coils was recorded relative to the MEG sensors, and this record was later used to coregister the head shape relative to the MEG sensor positions for the source localization procedure.

Participants were familiarized with the task and introduced to the MEG recording procedure. MEG acquisition took place in a magnetically shielded chamber, in which participants were lying in a supine position with their head resting in the helmet-shaped dewar containing the SQUIDs. Stimuli were presented with PsychoPy (RRID:SCR_006571), projected onto a screen above the participant's head. Participants were allowed to complete as many practice trials as they needed to feel comfortable with the task with both visual and auditory referential domains. They were asked to move as little as possible and to try not to blink while reading the questions. They were given the option to pause the experiment after every trial by pressing the response button twice when giving their answer.

Stimuli were presented in blocks of 45 trials. Auditory and visual referential domains were presented in separate interleaved blocks, and the beginning of each block announced the modality of the domains, so that participants knew which modality to attend to. Within auditory and visual domain trials, the order of trials was randomized. Because there were twice as many visual as auditory trials, blocks were presented in V-A-V-V-A-V-V-... sequence. After each block, participants had the opportunity to take a brief self-terminated break.

For three participants, the MEG session was interrupted. One session was interrupted by a fire alarm, one because of excessive tiredness, and one for a bathroom break. All affected participants finished the experiment, on the same day (two participants) or a different day (one participant). Marker positions from the first session were used online to match the head position in the second session closely to the first session.

Data acquisition and analysis {#s3G}
-----------------------------

Continuous MEG was recorded with a 208-channel axial gradiometer system (Kanazawa Institute of Technology) at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Data were bandpass filtered between 0.1 and 200 Hz online.

Preprocessing {#s3H}
-------------

Nonperiodic environment noise was removed from the raw data by regressing the signal against 16 orthogonal reference sensors using the continuously adjusted least-squares method ([@B1]). Data were then converted to the FIFF format and processed with mne-python (v. 0.11, RRID:SCR_005972; [@B28]) and additional tools available in Eelbrain (v. 0.22.1, RRID:SCR_014661)

Bad channels were excluded from analysis based on visual inspection. Data were low-pass filtered at 40 Hz. Epochs from --100 to 600 ms relative to onset of the target words were extracted and screened for artifacts. Epochs exceeding a ±2000 femto-tesla absolute threshold were removed automatically. In addition, subthreshold epochs were manually removed if channels close to the eyes significantly diverged for longer than 300 ms, indicating presence of an ocular artifact. If an individual channel within an epoch significantly deviated from the group average, it was interpolated just for that epoch. Good epochs were downsampled to 200 Hz, averaged per condition, and baseline corrected with the 100-ms prestimulus interval.

Source estimation {#s3I}
-----------------

Because structural MRI datasets were not available for our participants, we used the "fsaverage" average brain model included with FreeSurfer (RRID:SCR_001847) for source localization. To provide better localization accuracy, the fsaverage model was scaled to match each individual's head shape, acquired before the experiment (see Procedure). The complete coregistration procedure proceeded as follows. First, the fsaverage head model was aligned with the participant's head shape by matching the nasion position. The fsaverage head model was then modified using rotation and uniform scaling, with the nasion as center, to minimize the distance of the pre-auricular points on the two head models using an iterative least-squares procedure. Finally, minor adjustments to the translation were made as necessary to fit the head scan to the fsaverage head shape while taking skull-external properties (e.g., amount of hair) into consideration.

The source space was defined on the white matter surface with the topology of a recursively subdivided icosahedron ("ico-4" option). Sources lying in the corpus callosum and subcortical structures were excluded based on the PALS-B12 atlas ([@B69]). Anatomical areas were labeled based on the Desikan--Killiany atlas ([@B17]). Pre- and postrolandic gyri and the insula, where we did not expect any meaningful effects, were excluded from the analysis, resulting in approximately 1950 source locations in each hemisphere.

For each subject, a separate inverse solution was computed based on the covariance matrix from the 100-ms baseline period (good trials only). Brain activity was estimated across space and time using distributed noise-normalized minimum norm current source estimates ([@B15]). Noise-normalization provides advantageous localization accuracy over raw minimum norm estimates for nonsuperficial sources ([@B33]), which was relevant because of the midline regions that were of interest (see Introduction). For each source location, current was estimated at three orthogonal dipoles to form a 3D current vector, of which only the length was retained to provide a nondirectional measure of activation. These orientation-free source estimates take into account that the fsaverage brain, while providing approximate locations of anatomical features, might not accurately reflect precise individual cortical folding patterns.

Because source activity was estimated on the same brain model, though scaled to different sizes, estimates for different subjects were directly comparable without morphing data from one brain model to another.

Statistical analysis {#s3J}
--------------------

The primary statistical analysis was based on a mass-univariate analysis with spatiotemporal cluster-based permutation tests ([@B34]; [@B51]). Source estimates of condition averages for each subject entered the analysis. A repeated measures ANOVA *F*-value was computed for each source at each time point in a prespecified anatomical area and time window. This *F*-map was thresholded at an *F*-value corresponding to an uncorrected *p*-value of 0.05. Clusters were formed based on direct adjacency in space and time. For each cluster, the exceedance mass was calculated (the sum of all *F*-values in the cluster). The same procedure was repeated in 10,000 random permutations of the original data, shuffling condition labels within subject to take into account the within-subject nature of the design. For each permutation, the largest cluster mass value was retained to form a nonparametric estimate of the distribution of the largest cluster mass value under the null hypothesis that condition labels are exchangeable. Finally, a *p*-value was computed for each cluster in the original *F*-map as the proportion of permutations that yielded a cluster with a larger mass than the cluster under question. We report all clusters that reached a *p*-value of 0.05 or smaller.

To describe the pattern of activation in each significant cluster, we then extracted and plotted the time course of activation, as well as the average activation in the cluster. For the time course, we created a region of interest (ROI) encompassing all sources that were part of the cluster at any point in time. For the average activation, we used the cluster as a spatiotemporal mask to extract a single average activation value for each subject and condition. All plots indicate within-subject standard errors as a measure of variability ([@B46]).

Analysis design and parameters {#s3K}
------------------------------

The goal of the primary analysis was to test whether reference resolution was associated with a certain brain response across different contexts, or whether there was a response to reference resolution that depended on the context, i.e., the modality of the referential domain or the target word type. We thus performed an initial 2 × 3 × 3 ANOVA with factors reference (reference resolving versus ambiguous target), condition (auditory domain with noun targets, visual domain with noun targets, visual domain with adjective targets), and location of the referent in the domain (first/top, middle, last/bottom).

Prior fMRI work on referential language processing ([@B2]; [@B56]; [@B10]) and coherent language ([@B20]) suggests a large number of brain regions with possible involvement in reference resolution. To account for this, our initial analysis included the cortex of both hemispheres except for the pre- and postrolandic gyri and insula as defined in the Desikan--Killiany atlas ([@B17]). This region is illustrated at the top right of [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Full-model ANOVA results. The ANOVA analysis revealed a significant spatiotemporal cluster for the main effect of reference resolution in the medial parietal lobe of the left hemisphere, indicating an activity increase associated with reference resolution starting at 415 ms after target word onset. ***Top left***, Anatomical extent of the cluster, shown on a lateral and a medial view of the left hemisphere. Each source that was part of the cluster at any time point is color coded, indicating the sum of *F*-values over time, i.e., how much that particular source contributed to the cluster's mass. ***Top right***, The anatomical region included in the test is indicated in blue; the left hemisphere is shown for illustration, but the test also included the corresponding area of the right hemisphere. ***Bottom***, The time course of activation in the ROI defined by the cluster in response to the target words, shown separately for auditory and visual referential domains for illustration purposes. Time 0 ms corresponds to the onset of the visual presentation of the target word. The time course plots indicate within-subject standard errors. The time region covered by the cluster is indicated with gray shading (415--600 ms).](enu0061622010004){#F4}

We used a time window of 200--600 ms relative to target word onset for this analysis. Traditional models from electrophysiology have suggested that lexical access occurs shortly after 300 ms relative to a written word presentation ([@B60]; [@B27]). Because a word has to be recognized before it can be related to the referential domain, this estimate would provide a lower bound for expected effects of referential processes. However, more recent evidence suggests that access to lexical and semantic information can happen by ∼200 ms ([@B31]), and shortly after that effects of semantic composition can be detected ([@B7]). We thus used a large time window to include potential early effects.

Based on the result of a main effect of reference resolution in the initial analysis, we then performed a conjunction analysis to confirm the presence of a response regardless of the modality of the referential domain ([@B55]). First, two *t*-maps were created, one comparing reference resolving to ambiguous targets in auditory domains and the other in visual domains. The conjunction map was defined as the element-wise minimum of those two maps (*t*~conjunction~ = min(*t*~reference\ auditory~, *t*~reference\ visual~). Clusters were formed using a threshold equivalent to the one-tailed *p*-value of 0.05. The significance of clusters was assessed with a permutation test, as described above, by repeating the analysis in 10,000 permutations with shuffled condition labels.

After the result of a main effect of reference resolution in the medial posterior region of the left hemisphere, we performed a *post hoc* test in a more constrained region to ascertain the absence of an interaction effect that would qualify the result for the main effect. For this purpose, we defined a spatial region, slightly larger than the main effect cluster, using labels from the Desikan--Killiany atlas ([@B17]). The labels included were the paracentral lobule, precuneus, cuneus, pericalcarine cortex, lingual gyrus, and posterior and isthmus divisions of the cingulate gyrus. These roughly correspond to Brodmann areas 23, 26, 29--31, the medial aspects of 1--5 and 7, and the medial superior parts of 18 and 19.

Finally, we also assessed modality-specific effects of reference resolution for auditory and visual domains in more targeted tests. Targeted anatomical search regions were defined based on labels in the Desikan--Killiany atlas ([@B17]). For auditory domains, we defined a search region broadly construed as auditory cortex. This region included the transverse temporal, superior temporal and supramarginal gyri of both hemispheres (roughly, Brodmann areas 22 and 40--42). Several lines of research suggest that auditory objects are represented in the superior temporal gyrus adjacent to primary auditory areas ([@B18]; [@B9]; [@B25]). We included supramarginal gyrus because activation associated with (nonlinguistic) auditory imagery tends to extend into this region ([@B54]). We also performed an analogous analysis for visual referential domains in the occipital lobe as defined by the PALS-B12 atlas (Brodmann areas 17--19), although this last test was more tentative, because brain activity related to concurrent visual presentation of the sentence stimuli could interfere with our ability to record activity associated with visual referents.

With one exception, we are not reporting any analyses of brain responses to events subsequent to the targets, because our stimuli were not designed to analyze these. As illustrated in [Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, after the target word there were systematic differences between stimuli with reference-resolving targets and stimuli with ambiguous targets. The possible exception is nouns in the visual, adjective-noun phrase condition (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). Here, nouns following ambiguous adjectives resolve reference, whereas nouns following reference-resolving adjectives are in a referential sense redundant. However, this prediction is somewhat weakened because EEG data suggest the possibility of a reference resolution--like response to nouns in adjective-noun phrases even after adjectives resolve reference ([@B12]). This could, for example, reflect a process of double-checking that the noun fits with the referent. We analyzed the response to these nouns analogously to the other analyses described above, except that we used --100- to 1200-ms epochs relative to onset of the adjective and baseline corrected before onset of the adjective to avoid a baseline in a region that already differed between conditions.

Analysis of behavioral data {#s3L}
---------------------------

Behavioral performance was evaluated using mixed-effects logistic regression models with correctness of the response as binary outcome measure ([@B22]). Models were fitted with the glmer command of the lme4 package ([@B6]) in R ([@B61]). All models included random intercepts for participant as well as item, considering each unique trial to be a separate item. Significance was evaluated using type-II Wald χ^2^ tests implemented in the car package ([@B23]).

It should be noted that the post-target regions of the stimulus sentences differ markedly between sentences with reference-resolving and ambiguous targets. The analysis of behavioral data thus does not directly speak to the difficulty of resolving reference early or late in the sentence, but rather reflects a compound measure of difficulty of the different conditions. The one effect for which conditions were adequately matched concerns the location of the referent. Thus, a significant effect of referent location would indicate that the location of the referent affected the difficulty of the task.

Finally, to test whether the results of the MEG analysis are related to behavioral performance, we computed the correlation between estimated brain activity and the proportion of correct responses. For each subject and each condition, we extracted the mean activation in the spatiotemporal region identified by the significant clusters from the MEG analysis. We then calculated the difference between the response to reference-resolving and ambiguous targets. To test for a correlation across subjects, we correlated this measure with the total proportion of correct responses for each subject. To test for a within-subject correlation, we computed for each subject the correlation between the difference values and proportion correct responses in each condition (three conditions × three referent locations) and submitted the resulting *r* values to a one-sample *t*-test. For determining the proportion of correct responses, we considered only those trials that also entered the MEG analysis.

Results {#s4}
=======

Behavioral performance {#s4A}
----------------------

Among the participants included in the final analysis, behavioral performance ranged from 71.1% to 98.7% correct answers. A mixed-effects logistic regression model with fixed effects reference (two levels: reference resolved by the target or in the post-target region), modality/target condition (three levels: auditory domain with noun target, visual domain with noun target, or visual domain with adjective target) and location of the referent (three levels) indicated that the effect of condition interacted significantly with reference (χ^2^(2) = 6.54, *p* = 0.038) as well as location (χ^2^(4) = 9.58, *p* = 0.048). To resolve these interactions, we proceeded with a separate analysis for auditory and visual domains.

In auditory domains, there were significant main effects of both reference (χ^2^(1) = 9.78, *p* = 0.002) and location (χ^2^(2) = 13.82. *p* = 0.001). The significant main effect of reference indicated that the percentage of correct responses was higher when reference was resolved early by the noun (*M* = 87.0% correct) than when reference was resolved late, by the prepositional phrase (*M* = 83.8%). This is not unexpected, since questions in the latter condition were slightly more complicated. The main effect of location indicated that responses were more accurate when the referent was the last of the three sounds (*M* = 88.1%) than when it was the second (*M* = 83.5%, *t*(23) = 3.37, *p* = 0.003) or the first (*M* = 84.7%, *t*(23) = 3.02, *p* = 0.006) sound. Behavioral performance thus indicated a recency effect with improved performance on trials in which the referent was the most recently heard sound.

No effects were significant for the visual domains. Overall, responses were more accurate in blocks with visual domains (*M* = 91.1%) than in blocks with auditory domains (*M* = 85.4%, *t*(23) = 6.46, *p* \< 0.001).

Modality-general response {#s4B}
-------------------------

Our primary analysis used a spatiotemporal cluster--based permutation test to find effects associated with reference resolution in the neural response to target words ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The test was based on a repeated measures ANOVA with a 2 (reference resolving or ambiguous target) × 3 (condition: auditory domain with noun target, visual domain with noun target, or visual domain with adjective target) × 3 (location of the referent) design. The test was performed in the time window from 200 to 600 ms, and including all parts of the cerebral cortex except the pre- and postrolandic gyri and insula. Results indicated a significant cluster for the main effect of reference in the medial parietal lobe (415--600 ms, *p* = 0.012; [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In this region, activation increased whenever the target word resolved reference. Time course plots for the cluster region suggested that this was the case in visual as well as auditory referential domains.

The same test also indicated a main effect of condition at two largely symmetric sites with peaks in the temporal lobes of the two hemispheres (left hemisphere 320--600 ms, *p* \< 0.001; right hemisphere 350--600 ms, *p* = 0.009). Pairwise comparison of average activation in the cluster area suggests that after visual domains, the response was higher for nouns than for adjectives, with an even stronger response for nouns after auditory domains. The spatial distribution of the effect resembles previous reports of N400 effects localized with distributed minimum norm estimates of MEG data ([@B30]; [@B42]). However, that result is difficult to interpret, because a number of variables were not balanced between conditions, leading to differences in lexical frequency and predictability on various levels in addition to possible baseline differences caused by differences between auditory and visual referential domains. In particular, previous research suggests that lexical frequency and predictability interact in influencing N400 amplitudes ([@B70]; [@B16]). Because of these complications and because this effect of condition does not influence the interpretation of our primary result related to reference resolution, we do not discuss it further here. No other effect in the ANOVA revealed significant clusters.

Because our study was specifically directed at finding a response to reference resolution that is present for auditory as well as visual domains, we followed up on this initial finding with a test for conjunction of activity related to reference resolution after auditory and visual domains. Results are shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The conjunction analysis revealed a single cluster in the medial posterior left hemisphere (500--600 ms, *p* = 0.002) with localization very similar to that of the main effect in the ANOVA. [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} also displays plots of the activation in the ROI defined by the cluster depending on condition. These plots show that reference resolution was associated with an increase in medial parietal activation across the different conditions.

![Test for conjunction of reference resolution in auditory and visual referential domains. ***Top***, Anatomical extent of the cluster, showing for each anatomical source the sum of the *t*-values over time, i.e., indicating how much each source contributes to the cluster mass statistic (details analogous to [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). ***Below***, Activation in the ROI defined by the cluster in the different conditions. ***Left***, Schematic depiction of the referential domains for each condition, and a corresponding example target word. Referents are color-coded for clarity of the results only---referents in the visual referential domains that were presented to subjects were always black and white. ***Middle***, Time course of activation in response to the target word presentation in the ROI defined by the spatial extent of the cluster. The time region covered by the cluster is indicated with gray shading. ***Right***, Bar-plots show the average activation for each condition in the spatiotemporal region covered by the cluster. In both time- and bar-plots, variability is indicated with the within-subject standard error.](enu0061622010005){#F5}

The ANOVA and the conjunction test results both suggest a shared neural response for reference resolution in auditory and visual domains. A difference in localization and/or timing in the responses should manifest itself in a significant reference × condition interaction, but no such interaction was found. However, this null result could also be because the primary analysis was very conservative. The spatiotemporal cluster--based test, correcting for multiple comparison across a large spatiotemporal region, is maximally sensitive to spatially and temporally extended effects. However, given a largely shared response, an interaction effect reflecting a temporal or spatial difference might be temporally short-lived or spatially constrained. The conservative primary test might thus have missed subtle interaction effects. To test for this possibility, we repeated the ANOVA test, but constrained it to a smaller spatiotemporal region. Spatially, the test was restricted to a medial posterior region in the left hemisphere, only slightly larger than the significant cluster associated with reference resolution. Temporally, the test was restricted to the time window of the ANOVA cluster, i.e., 415--600 ms. No significant reference × condition (or higher-level) interaction was found (all *p* ≥ 0.230). The finding that the conjunction effect starts at 500 ms whereas the ANOVA main effect starts at 415 ms might specifically indicate that the effect differs in onset latency between auditory and visual domains. For an even more liberal test of this hypothesis, we repeated the same ANOVA restricted temporally to the window from 415 to 500 ms, but also this test revealed no significant reference × condition (or higher-level) interaction (all *p* ≥ 0.170). The lack of a significant interaction effect suggests that apparent differences in timing were not reliable. In sum, we found evidence for a shared response to reference resolution in auditory and visual domains in the left medial parietal lobe, and no evidence that this response differs in its spatial or temporal distribution depending on the modality of the referential domain.

MEG activation increase in the medial parietal lobe in association with reference resolution was not significantly correlated with behavioral performance. This was the case for the cluster found in the ANOVA (across subjects, *r*(22) = 0.30, *p* = 0.159; within subjects, mean *r* = --0.09, *t*(23) = --1.25, *p* = 0.223) as well as the cluster from the conjunction analysis (across subjects, *r*(22) = 0.32, *p* = 0.129; within subjects, mean *r* = --0.132, *t*(23) = --1.68, *p* = 0.106).

In the analysis of nouns in adjective-noun phrases (see [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom) no significant difference was found between reference-resolving and redundant nouns.

Effects in modality-specific areas {#s4C}
----------------------------------

We also performed directed tests for activation related to reference resolution in brain regions known to be involved in modality-specific representations. For auditory domains, this included Heschl's gyrus and the superior temporal and supramarginal gyri of both hemispheres. The 2 (reference) × 3 (location) ANOVA resulted in a cluster with main effect of reference with a maximum in the vicinity of posterior auditory cortex (420--600 ms, *p* \< 0.001; [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Pairwise comparison suggests that this effect was due to an increase in activation when reference was resolved.

Visual inspection of the time course of activation in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} suggests that the time course differed depending on the position of the referent. Although this difference did not result in a significant reference × location interaction at the cluster level, the divergence might simply be too short-lived for the spatiotemporal cluster method, which is maximally sensitive to effects that are extended in space and time. We thus performed a *post hoc* analysis to test for an influence of referent position on the time course of activation. We extracted the average time course of activation for each of the reference-resolving conditions (reference to first, second, and last sound) in the spatial ROI identified by the cluster with main effect of reference. We then performed a temporal cluster-based permutation test with a one-way ANOVA (reference resolution to the first, second, or last sound) in the time window around the onset of main effect of reference resolution, 350--450 ms. The test procedure was analogous to the spatiotemporal cluster test, except that the data was lacking a spatial dimension, and clusters were formed over contiguous time points only. This test revealed a significant effect of referent position (395--420 ms, *p* = 0.037). The average activation in this time window was higher for reference to the last sound compared to the first (*t*(23) = 2.49) as well as the second sound (*t*(23) = 2.42). The first time point at which the activation to reference-resolving nouns differed from the average activation to nonreferential nouns at an uncorrected *p* ≤ 0.05 was 380 ms for reference to the last sound, 490 ms for the second, and 440 ms for the first. This analysis suggests a recency effect, with reference to the most recent sound leading to relatively earlier activation. Although this finding is based on a post hoc test after a more conservative test did not result in a significant interaction effect, and thus requires empirical verification, the finding is consistent with the recency effect found in the behavioral performance data.

![Results in auditory cortex. A significant cluster indicated an activation increase when reference was resolved to auditory objects. The time course of activation in the ROI defined by the cluster is plotted separately according to the sequential position of the referent in the auditory domain. For each plot, the relevant position of the referent is indicated in the schematic of the referential domain. Other details are analogous to previous figures.](enu0061622010006){#F6}

The corresponding analysis for activity associated with reference resolution in visual domains in the occipital lobe did not yield any significant clusters.

Discussion {#s5}
==========

Our results provide evidence for a brain system recruited during referential language processing that is independent of the modality of the referents and involves the medial parietal lobe. To our knowledge this is the first report of a brain response that is associated with successful reference resolution and not tied to the modality of the referential domain. Crucially, the high temporal resolution of MEG allowed us to attribute this response directly to the reference-resolving words, starting ∼415 ms after word onset. Our results thus go beyond prior hemodynamic studies that implicated the same region in coherent language processing but did not target reference resolution in particular and were unable to attribute the response to a specific stage of sentence comprehension.

Reference resolution is inherently difficult to separate from other cognitive processes associated with managing situation models. At its core, we consider reference resolution to involve identifying an entity in a mental model based on a linguistic description. However, an out-of-the blue reference to an entity that is not immediately present also involves retrieving the relevant entity from memory. For example, when captain Ahab asks a passing ship, "Have ye seen *the White Whale*?" (italics indicate critical expression), he brings to the attention of the addressees an entity that has not been present in the recent discourse or immediate environment. In other situations, reference is made to entities that are not necessarily remembered but are part of the immediate context, as when Ishmael says "Landlord! I've changed my mind about that harpooneer. ---I shan't sleep with him. I'll try *the bench here*." Although interpreting such a referential expression does not require memory retrieval, it directs attention to the environment for a referent. In the present study, we tried to create an experimental situation that minimizes memory retrieval and scanning of the environment by presenting referential contexts immediately preceding linguistic stimuli that contained referential expressions. The following passage constitutes a textual illustration of such a situation: "The four whales slain that evening had died wide apart; one, far to windward; one, less distant, to leeward; one ahead; one astern. *These last three* were brought alongside ere nightfall; but *the windward one* could not be reached till morning." Here, memory demands should be minimal because the referents are active immediately before the referential expression, although there might still be additional cognitive processes triggered by accessing the referent---for example, processes related to situating it in the referential domain.

Modality-general response {#s5A}
-------------------------

Our main result is a response to reference resolution in the medial parietal lobe. We did not find any evidence that this brain response was modulated by the modality of the referents; however, this null result should be interpreted with care. It is possible that the follow-up tests we performed, despite relaxed statistical criteria, were not sensitive enough to detect a subtle effect. For example, it is possible that medial parietal cortex is characterized by a subtle anatomical subdivision with spatially alternating areas that respond to different modalities. Such an effect would be difficult to detect with MEG, which has a source localization accuracy in the order of tens of millimeters ([@B33]). Importantly, however, we showed a significant conjunction effect for visual and auditory referents, indicating that even if there might be undetected differences between modalities, the medial parietal lobe, broadly defined, responded to referents in both modalities.

Given the uncertainty inherent in MEG source localization, several regions could be involved in generating the reported reference-sensitive response, including precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex, and retrosplenial cortex. Although anatomical and functional connectivity patterns suggest a more fine-grained division of these regions ([@B50]), they are frequently co-activated in fMRI studies ([@B62]). With this in mind, we will discuss possible connections to other work involving these regions as a group.

A meta-analysis of hemodynamic studies found the left precuneus among the brain regions that were reliably more active for coherent language compared to incoherent language ([@B20]). Most of the included studies compared comprehension of coherent stories ([@B73]) or sentence pairs ([@B21]) to unconnected counterparts. Although this is a broad contrast, a crucial component of coherence is repeated reference to the same entities. Our results showing increased activity directly after presentation of a reference-resolving word thus go beyond these previous results and suggest a more specific role for medial parietal cortex in invoking known entities as referents.

Interestingly, we observed the same response not only for complete noun phrases, such as *the bird*, but also for incomplete phrases that provided enough information to resolve reference, such as *the black* in a context with only one black item. This result suggests that this response is associated with reference resolution as a cognitive process that uses information extracted from language, but is not tied by its formal properties, i.e., does not require a complete noun phrase to resolve reference. This result adds neurophysiological evidence for the hypothesis that reference resolution is quick and incremental ([@B67]).

An involvement of medial parietal cortex in reference resolution adds a new component to our understanding of medial parietal lobe function. The medial parietal lobe has been consistently implicated in episodic memory. Brain damage involving retrosplenial cortex is associated with episodic memory deficits ([@B49]). In addition, functional imaging studies frequently associated the medial parietal lobe with episodic retrieval. This includes, for example, tasks such as recalling the second word of a learned word pair given the first ([@B39]) or recalling some aspect of the context in which an item was previously seen as opposed to merely recognizing that it has been previously presented ([@B47]; [@B48]).

If the medial parietal lobe is associated with retrieving referents, then why were ambiguous expressions, which were compatible with two referents, not associated with more activation than resolving expressions? At least two answers can be conceived of. First, it is possible that our participants did not retrieve referential candidates when faced with temporary referential ambiguity. This would be in contrast to results from visual world studies, in which people listening to referentially ambiguous expressions tend to look at potential referents in a visual display ([@B67]). However, this difference could be due to differences between the two paradigms; for example, visual world studies tend to have more complex referential domains, and domains are still available for inspection at the time of comprehension. A second possibility is that multiple referential candidates were in fact retrieved, eliciting medial parietal lobe activation. If this was the case, our results would suggest that resolving reference elicits more activation than retrieving referential candidates.

Like episodic memory tasks, reference resolution entails access to a contextually situated cognitive representation, the referent. Unlike typical episodic memory studies, in our paradigm, presentation of the referential domain and reference resolution were mere seconds apart. Similarly, a temporally separated study phase is not a necessary precondition for medial parietal involvement in processes involving the construction of episodic scenes such as imagining future or fictitious events ([@B14]; [@B63]). In a synthesis of the literature, [@B62] suggested a functional explanation for these observations. They argued that retrosplenial and parahippocampal cortex, which are functionally connected with precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex ([@B37]), are part of a memory system for context memory. In the domain of language processing, this system is thought to be responsible for constructing discourse or situation models ([@B74]). Because reference resolution involves locating referents in such context representations, our findings provide more specific support for this hypothesis, which has the potential to connect research on language and memory.

This interpretation is also consistent with the results from fMRI investigations of referential processing using text stimuli. One study found that stimuli containing conjoined referents (e.g., *Jeremy and Roger*) were associated with increased activity in the precuneus ([@B10]). A similar parietal response, also extending to more dorsal areas, was observed when a passage repeatedly referred to the same person by name instead of with a pronoun ([@B2]). The authors argued that, because of the strong expectation that repeated references to the same person should use pronouns, readers temporarily interpreted the repeated name as introducing a new referent, and that parietal regions were involved in handling the additional discourse referent and resolving its coreference with the first name.

Another study localized the response to sentences containing referentially ambiguous pronouns, as in *Ronald told Frank that he ...*, and found a strong peak in the medial parietal lobe ([@B56]). Superficially, this is the opposite of our finding, which was more medial parietal activity for unambiguous reference. However, our stimuli contained only temporary ambiguities that were resolved after at most three additional words (*the grunt at the beginning*), whereas the fMRI study involved permanent ambiguities that were never resolved. The low temporal resolution of fMRI cannot distinguish between a direct response to the ambiguous pronouns and a later, possibly extended response to ambiguous sentences. Indeed, the BOLD signal was modeled as an extended response from the critical pronoun up to the onset of the sentence final word (p. 996). Rather than contradicting our results, this finding thus suggests that medial parietal lobe activation not only is involved when a referent is found, but also can be recruited in situations that require dealing with openly ambiguous referential expressions, which might reflect an extended search through a situation model for possible referents. Finally, a study that focused on explicit pronoun coreference judgments implicated in particular the lateral frontal lobes for processing of ambiguities, which could thus be related to higher-level decision-making demands ([@B53]). Together, these results suggest a more complex picture of the processing of referential ambiguities with functionally separable contributions from different brain regions.

Our design resembles short-term memory tasks, in which a recognition task follows presentation of study items after only seconds. This analogy suggests the alternative possibility that the medial parietal lobe is involved merely in recalling the spatiotemporal properties of the referents. Although our design by itself cannot exclude this possibility, it is rendered less plausible when considering other research: short-term memory tasks for visual features tend to engage lateral rather than medial parietal regions ([@B68]; [@B38]; [@B8]), nor do auditory short-term memory tasks tend to engage the medial parietal lobe ([@B40]). On the other hand, medial parietal regions are recruited by tasks that involve judgments of complex spatial or temporal relations ([@B24]; [@B41]), which is more consistent with an involvement in relational models as argued above. Furthermore, an explanation based solely on short-term memory access might have difficulty accounting for results from the hemodynamic studies discussed above, which implicated the medial parietal lobe in referential language processing while using linguistic stimuli.

More generally, it could be argued that the medial parietal lobe is involved in encoding perceptual as opposed to semantic relations. This explanation could account for fMRI studies of language processing, assuming that participants in those studies maintained perceptual models during language comprehension. This assumption is reasonable given evidence that even purely linguistic stimuli seem to be encoded involving modality-specific systems (see sources cited in the Introduction). At least, the evidence presented here suggests that representations in the medial parietal lobe are not purely visual, but multisensory. This issue also highlights a larger question for future research concerning the extent to which sensory representations are essential to discourse models, or whether they are epiphenomenal.

A further possibility is that the medial parietal lobe response reflects a priming effect of the ambiguous targets, because ambiguous targets were applicable to two entities in the referential domain, whereas reference-resolving words were applicable to only one. We consider this explanation unlikely, because semantic priming effects tend to start earlier, even when sounds prime words ([@B72]), and localize to temporal and sometimes frontal regions ([@B43]; [@B42]). Both characteristics apply to the N400-like responses we observed as main effects between target conditions, suggesting that we did have the power to detect such priming effects, had they been present.

In sum, our results, together with the literature on the medial parietal lobe, suggest that this region is involved in representing entities with contextual associations, and thus in maintaining situation models for language comprehension.

Activity in modality-specific brain systems {#s5B}
-------------------------------------------

Our results suggest that resolving reference to a previously heard sound is associated with an increase in activation in the vicinity of auditory cortex. This response occurred in the absence of concurrent auditory stimulation, suggesting that it is associated with retrieval of sensory properties of the referent. More detailed analysis suggested that reference to the most recent sound was associated with faster activation, consistent with theories suggesting that the most recent in a sequence of items stored in short-term memory is more accessible ([@B52]).

The localization of this effect in the vicinity of auditory cortex is compatible with auditory imagery, which is associated with activation posterior to Heschl's gyrus bilaterally ([@B54]), although the same regions might also encode more abstract information ([@B45]). In our study, the response was left-lateralized, paralleling neuroimaging ([@B54]) as well as behavioral ([@B58]) evidence for a tendency toward functional left-lateralization of imagery.

Given that this response likely reflects activation of modality-specific representations, the direction of the effect is interesting. Ambiguous nouns were compatible with two auditory objects; activating two tokens as part of the referential search could lead to more activity than activating a single token. Instead, we found that auditory cortex becomes more active once a unique referent is found. This result suggests that auditory cortex becomes more involved not during the search for a referent but when the referent is found, consistent with the need to retrieve a more detailed representation of the referent to answer the question.

The parallel test for activity associated with reference resolution to visual referents did not reveal any significant clusters. Although one possibility is that visual referential domains were processed differently from the auditory domains, there are other possible explanations for this null result. Processing the visually presented words could have interfered with, or overshadowed, a response associated with the referential domain. Reference resolution in auditory domains was not associated with such a competing process, as words were presented visually. Furthermore, previous results suggest that reference resolution in visual domains is associated with a brain response that depends on the spatial position of the referent along the horizontal axis ([@B12]), consistent with results indicating that visual short-term memory access is associated with a brain response that depends on the horizontal position of the item that is accessed ([@B36]; [@B35]). However, in the present study, referents were arranged vertically, and to our knowledge, location-dependent activity in the vertical dimension is not an established phenomenon.

Although the behavioral results paralleled the recency-effect observed in the auditory domains, with better performance when the referent was the most recently presented sound, the location of the referent did not influence behavioral performance in visual domains. This could reflect the fact that in visual domains all referents were presented concurrently, contrasting with the serial presentation of the auditory referents.

Models of language comprehension {#s5C}
--------------------------------

The response in auditory cortex started at practically the same time as the medial parietal, modality-general response; if considering reference to the most recent sound, it preceded it. This observation constrains the functional interpretation of the two responses. Specifically, the medial parietal response does not seem to be the earliest response reflecting reference resolution. On the other hand, we cannot exclude the possibility that reference resolution involves modality-specific systems, whereas the medial parietal response reflects a subsequent process such as integrating the referent in a situation model.

In the context of models of visual word perception (e.g. [@B60]; [@B27]) the onset of ∼400 ms puts our effects in a postlexical time window. This is in agreement with a sequential model in which reference resolution follows lexical processing. Consistent with this, we observed an N400-like response with an onset of ∼320 ms. Given that the N400 is thought to reflect access to lexical information ([@B44]), activation of lexical information is suggested to precede reference resolution.

By describing a neural response to reference resolution, our results add a critical component to the sequence of computational steps in language comprehension that can be tracked with electrophysiology. Our results thus offer not only novel insights into the neural basis of reference resolution, but also new tools to study language processing.

Conclusions {#s6}
===========

Our results provide evidence against a model of referential language processing in which semantic language representations interact with representations of the referential domain exclusively in modality-specific brain systems. Instead, our findings suggest that a brain system including a medial parietal region supports referential language processing with an increase in activity when the referent of an expression can be resolved. This finding provides a crucial bridge between language processing and the memory literature, which attributes context representations based on situation models to medial parietal brain regions ([@B62]). In addition, our results provide a possible explanation for the consistent observation of medial parietal activity during tasks involving coherent language ([@B56]; [@B20]; [@B10]). Although our finding thus provides a considerable advance in region-function mapping, reference resolution is not a monolithic process, and it will be a task for future research to clarify the precise computational steps that engage medial parietal and modality-specific regions.
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Synthesis {#s7}
=========

Reviewing Editor: Lila Davachi, New York University

Decisions are customarily a result of the Reviewing Editor and the peer reviewers coming together and discussing their recommendations until a consensus is reached. When revisions are invited, a fact-based synthesis statement explaining their decision and outlining what is needed to prepare a revision will be listed below. The following reviewer(s) agreed to reveal their identity: Fernanda Ferreira, Amit Almor.

There is agreement that the results are interesting. However, both reviewers also agreed that there were limitations that could be addressed in three ways: (1) further statistical analyses, (2) presentation of additional behavioral data from the study and (3) tempered claims about the findings. I will address each of these below using specific comments from the reviews.

Statistical Analyses:

1\) In some places null effects are interpreted as indicating the absence of an effect rather than merely a failure to find one. This is critical for one of the main claims of the paper which is the amodal activation associated with reference resolution. This should be approached with greater care and explicitly discussed.

2\) \"The behavioral data analyses showed some critical differences between the modalities. Firstly, I would have liked to see an item analysis of these results as is customary in analyses of behavioral psycholinguistic data. Alternatively, the authors could use mixed models which have become the de facto standard for such analyses. Second, given the marked behavioral differences between the conditions I think that it is important to consider the MEG data with respect to the behavioral performance. Otherwise it is difficult to tell whether differences, or lack of differences between the modalities in the main MEG data are driven by overall difficulty and accuracy.\"

3\) \"s in any analysis that involves brain localization of multiple subjects, the results can be radically affected by the registration and normalization methods used. It will be helpful to have some justification and references to research that validates the methods and atlas used for the source localization and labeling.\"

Temper claims:

1\) Both reviewers were concerned that there were other processes, besides reference resolution, per se, that could be responsible for the MEG results. They both point to working memory and updating processes that might be consistent with the medial parietal localizations reported here. One reviewer states that \'given that the task is essentially a memory task where participants have to respond to a prompt based on a memorized representation of the stimuli, the observed activations could reflect the working memory processes that follow the resolution of the reference (for example, the updating of working memory that can occur in this task immediately after the reference is resolved, or the beginning of forming a response to the question). Indeed, in addition to their involvement in processing coherent discourse and reference processing, medial parietal regions are known to be involved in working memory, aspects of which are inherently amodal. Furthermore, the various recency effects observed in the auditory condition (which was the only one in which stimuli were presented sequentially) further highlight the role of working memory in this task and its potential influence on the results. Similar working memory processes likely occurred in the visual condition although they were not likely to be reflected in order effects since in these conditions the stimuli, as far as I understand, were presented simultaneously. I think that whether or not the authors are able to argue against such alternative interpretations (memory updating and/or action planning), they should be considered and discussed in the paper. \" The second reviewer states \'the medial parietal lobe is known be involved in spatiotemporal processing and retrieval of explicit episodic source information (e.g., Lundstrom et al., 2003; 2005). Since the experimental task always involved finding the location of the referent among two other competing referential candidates along either temporal or spatial dimensions, it might not be surprising that this area becomes activated for both modalities. The cognitive process underlying the task might have been not so much resolving anaphoric dependencies as they occur during normal language processing (i.e., maintaining the semantic information of preceding referential candidates and re-activating and binding them upon encountering the anaphor), but simply memorizing and recalling the spatiotemporal properties of the potential referents. The fact that there are no fillers in the experiment further strengthens the possibility that the task was probably performed strategically, most likely by tagging each potential referent with its respective location. \" This reviewer goes on to state \'The authors found that unambiguous (noun resolving) anaphors were more difficult to process than ambiguous (noun non-resolving) anaphors. This goes against many ERP and behavioral findings that ambiguous anaphor resolution is more difficult than unambiguous anaphor resolution (e.g., Nieuwland and van Berkum, 2006; Rigalleau & Caplan, 2000). This effect, too, seems to arise from the possibility that participants are perhaps merely tagging each object with a location. When the anaphor is unambiguous, the location information associated with the target object is retrieved, producing the observed difficulty upon encountering the anaphor. However, when the anaphor is ambiguous the location cannot and is not retrieved. Thus, participants perhaps simply wait until disambiguating information is available before deciding which object it is that they need to retrieve the location for. Note how this type of task differs from normal anaphora processing which involves retrieving the intrinsic semantic content of referential candidates rather than tagged, non-intrinsic information such as location. \" It is important that you discuss potential alternative interpretations for your results.

2\) Additional possibilities were offered as well that should be addressed: \"Another possible reason why ambiguous anaphors were processed more easily than unambiguous anaphors could be that ambiguous anaphors received activation from two matching objects but unambiguous anaphors received activation from only one associated object. This is because the potential referent (i.e., the sound of grump or the picture of the bird) was presented twice (auditorily or visually) in the ambiguous condition but only once in the unambiguous condition. Thus, facilitated anaphor processing for ambiguous anaphors could be due to a priming effect. The authors refute a lexical facilitation account by arguing that the effect emerges too late for it be lexical access (Pylkkänen & Marantz, 2003). However, the cited studies (and most other studies) investigating the time course of lexical access are based on linguistic stimuli. Lexical facilitation from sounds/pictures to words could occur later because the lexeme information for words needs to be activated before priming could occur.

3\) \"The theoretical hypotheses in the introduction are a bit misrepresented and from the real value of this paper which is in providing information about the neural bases of reference resolution. In my understanding, there is really no one (including the cited Pulvermuller, 2013) who argues that there is not \*some\* amodal aspect to language processing (counter to the claim in line 79 for example), or that there are not parietal regions that are amodal, so this is somewhat of a straw man hypothesis. The argument is really about whether the modality specific representations that have been reported by multiple studies are essential for language representation and, in the current context, for referent representation, or are they epiphenomenal and not critical. For that reason, these particular theoretical hypotheses are not quite relevant to this study, which does not provide a critical test of any of them. I think that the introduction could be strengthened if these ideas are only mentioned in so far as they serve the goal of explaining what reference resolution is and how it might differ as function of the modality of referent. \"

\(6\) \"The auditory vs visual comparison is confounded by the different word frequencies of the stimuli (as is acknowledged by the authors), differences in sequential vs simultaneous presentation of the stimuli (auditory stimuli can be presented only sequentially but the visual stimuli could have also been presented sequentially to match the presentation of the auditory items), and the fact that the names of the auditory items but not the visual items had two shared onsets (/b/\* and /c/\*). A really picky point - the choice of the /b/ sound is not ideal if any of the participants were Arabic speakers as Arabic does not phonemically distinguish between /b/ and /p/. The clear differences in difficulty between the visual and auditory tasks could be one reason for why the auditory items led to differential activation in auditory cortex but the visual items did not lead to differential activation in visual cortex.

\(7\) There are a large number of post hoc tests that are conducted on a portion of the data that a previous analysis revealed has a significant effect (for example an analysis of an interaction effect in a region that previously showed a main effect, or an analysis of only a time window that was found significant in an earlier analysis). The authors should be more careful about interpreting the results of these analyses. \"

More data:

1\. One of the reviewers was also concerned about yet another alternative possibility: \"ambiguous anaphors may have been resolved but were resolved late. In fact, there is evidence for delayed reference resolution in self-paced and visual world paradigms (e.g., Stewart et al., 2007; Karimi & Ferreira, 2015). This delaying strategy for ambiguous anaphors seems even more likely considering that ambiguous anaphors were always disambiguated at the end of the sentence. As such, participants might have learned over the course of the experiment to wait for disambiguating information when the anaphor is ambiguous. I think the authors need to examine their data at later windows too to see if there are effects there. Related to this, I think the authors should provide reaction time data for their behavioral results. If unambiguous anaphors were harder to process in their design, it should also take longer for participants to respond to the questions. I am assuming they have the reaction time data as well as accuracy.\" Please provide additional behavioral data to examine if this is a possibility.

2\. It is also requested that you report the results from the reverse analysis (ambiguous minus unambiguous) as the reverse comparison could provide valuable information as to which brain areas become activated when the anaphor is not resolved. It was noted that \"Nieuwland et al. (2007), for example, found a double dissociation: Referential ambiguity resulted in reduction of activation in LIFG and a boost of activation in medial prefrontal and parietal regions.\"

3\. It was additionally pointed out that there are main effects of anaphor ambiguity as well as location in the auditory condition but no such effects are found in the visual condition. This could potentially argue against a modality-independent referential processing. The authors need to discuss why there are behavioral differences between modalities and how this could be justified under a modality-independent account. It could be the case that retrieving referential candidates from a temporal-dimension is relatively more similar to normal referential processing than retrieving from a spatial dimension, which in turn could be the reason why modality-specific effects are found for auditory but not for visual stimuli. Again, the absence of the two main effects in the visual condition (that are present in the auditory condition) raises even more concerns about whether the cognitive processing in this domain was in fact similar to referential processing as it happens during normal comprehension.

Additional comments

1\. The labels for the conditions should be changed to make them clearer. In particular, I recommend changing the label representing modality from \"condition\" to \"modality\". I also recommend changing \"noun-(non)-resolving\" to \"(un)ambiguous\".

2\. The authors should provide Brodman area information on the regions of interest (in addition to labels) to maximize transparency.

3\. (4) \"Lines 84-99: It will be helpful to reference and review here the fMRI studies that did examine reference processing, especially the ones that revealed parietal activation. Some of these studies are mentioned sporadically later in the paper, but it will be helpful for the reader to know at the onset what is already known about reference processing in the parietal lobe (the studies by Almor, Boiteau, Nieuwland, and also by McMillan)

4\. \"Participants (113): Given that the study was run in the Abu Dhabi campus, it will be useful to include more information about the linguistic background of the participants. Where some of them bilingual? Where they immersed in an Arabic speaking environment prior to the study, etc? This is especially important because Arabic is written right to left and has a different adjective-noun order then English. Both may have an effect on at least some of the conditions in this experiment.\"
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